Accurate and real-time surgical instrument segmentation is important in the endoscopic vision of robot-assisted surgery, and significant challenges are posed by frequent instrument-tissue contacts and continuous change of observation perspective. For these challenging tasks more and more deep neural networks (DNN) models are designed in recent years. We are motivated to propose a general embeddable approach to improve these current DNN segmentation models without increasing the model parameter number. Firstly, observing the limited rotation-invariance performance of DNN, we proposed the Multi-Angle Feature Aggregation (MAFA) method, leveraging active image rotation to gain richer visual cues and make the prediction more robust to instrument orientation changes. Secondly, in the end-to-end training stage, the auxiliary contour supervision is utilized to guide the model to learn the boundary awareness, so that the contour shape of segmentation mask is more precise. The effectiveness of the proposed methods is validated with ablation experiments conducted on novel Sinus-Surgery datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of surgical robotics, computer-assisted intervention, and computer vision technologies, increasing attention has been paid to how intelligent endoscopic vision can benefit surgery performance and clinical outcome [1] . For example, endoscopic video-based navigation was used for registration in sinus surgery [2] , the dense reconstruction of 3D surgical scene was developed for handheld monocular endoscopy [3] , the endoscopic video-based augmented reality (AR) could increase surgeon's visual awareness of high-risk targets [4] , and the operative skill assessment was realized based on surgical video [5] . Surgical robots, such as the widely-applied da Vinci systems [6] and the collaborative research platform Raven-II [7] , can gain more flexibility and autonomy from endoscopic vision. In [8] , real-time endoscopic vision was used to guide F. Qin semi-autonomous tumor resection. The real-time 3D tracking of articulated tools helped the safe tool-tissue interaction of da Vinci robot [9] . For the above endoscopic vision perception applications, instrument segmentation, i.e. separating the instrument from the tissue background, is a key technology, providing the essential region information so that we can estimate the instrument position and analyze the instrument and tissue separately.
Surgical scene complexity is usually more limited than natural scenes, which involves only several types of instruments and organs. However, frequent instrument-tissue contacts, non-uniform illumination, deformable reflective surfaces, and continuous change of observation perspective pose many challenges to image segmentation.
A. Related Works
In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have significantly advanced endoscopic image perception [10] . With enough training data, DNNs surpass the traditional handcrafted feature based methods due to DNN's feature learning ability and deep hierarchical structure. For real-time instrument segmentation, the lightweight ToolNet models were designed based on holistically-nested structures, and outperformed the classical segmentation model FCN-8s [11, 12] . Laina et al. combined the landmark localization and segmentation tasks in one DNN model [13] . The recurrent neural networks layers were embedded within the convolutional model to model the pixel interdependencies [14] . In [15] , the ToolNet-C model was a cascade of a feature extractor and a segmentor, which were trained on numerous unlabeled images and a few labeled images, respectively. U-net is a classical architecture proposed for biomedical images, which has a symmetric structure and multiple skip connections [16] .
Facing more challenging surgical scenes, the DNN-based segmentation requires larger model capability and deeper structure. Shvets et al. modified the LinkNet [18] and Ter-nausNet [19] models to LinkNet-34 and TernausNet-16 for instrument segmentation, respectively, between which Ter-nausNet-16 provided the better accuracy. Islam et al. proposed a real-time instrument segmentation model with a multi-resolution feature fusion module, which fuses the two high-and low-resolution feature maps given by the main and auxiliary branches, respectively [20] . In the experiments, the proposed multi-resolution method outperformed the general-purpose semantic segmentation models like PSPNet [21] and ICNet [22] . Ni [23] . It is advantageous to incorporate optical flow based inter-frame motion cues into segmentation [24] . However, the optical flow estimation task could be challenging in endoscopic vision, especially when the illumination and background are highly dynamic.
B. Motivation and Contributions
This paper aims to propose embeddable methods to realize relative accuracy improvement for the current surgical instrument segmentation models. We observe the two problems: 1) Although the random rotation with large-range is usually included in the data augmentation during training, the segmentation could still be sensitive to the instrument orientation's change. In endoscopic surgery scenarios, the endoscope's axial symmetry and the dexterous motion frequently lead to instrument rotation in the endoscopic view. 2) The predicted segmentation masks are prone to have incomplete and inaccurate parts near the instrument boundary. Considering these two problems, our contribution is as follows.
1) The multi-angle feature aggregation (MAFA) method is proposed, which can be flexibly incorporated with a DNN segmentation model, without increasing the model's parameter number. The aggregation of visual features augmented by multi-angle rotation provides better robustness and accuracy.
2) The contour supervision is utilized as an auxiliary learning task in the training stage, which guide the model to learn features highly related to instrument boundary, so that the prediction near the boundary can be refined.
3) The novel Sinus-Surgery datasets (online available 1 ) were collected from multiple endoscopic sinus surgery processes conducted by surgeons, which are featured by dexterous tip motion, narrow operation space and close lens-object distance.
II. METHODS

A. Semantic Consistency under Rotation-and-Alignment
For endoscopic images, we assume the semantic consistency under rotation-and-alignment. The rotation operation is to rotate a map with an angle around the image center, and the alignment operation is to rotate the map with the same angle but in the reversed direction. Intuitively, if we actively rotate an image with a certain angle, view the rotated image, and then align the image back to the original angle, the semantics we get should be consistent with those we directly get from the un-rotated image. As shown in Fig 1, a pixel on an endoscopic image is labeled by the position p, which belongs to the instrument region.
Firstly, after a rotation operation with the angle , the rotated image is given by,
The pixel position p is shifted by the rotation operation. The feature extraction implemented by convolutional layers extracts the feature map  from the input , which is 1 https://github.com/SURA23/Sinus-Surgery-Endoscopic-Image-Datasets expressed as =F(). The rotated image  is input to the shared feature extraction module and converted to =F().
Secondly, the alignment operation is used to rotate  in the reversed direction by the same angle , namely,
Thus the feature map A is aligned to  in orientation. The bilinear interpolation is utilized in the function Rot() to allow the continuous and smooth rotation of discrete images. The image rotation relies on the cropping of out-of-field pixels and zero-padding near image corners, as is shown in Fig.1 . The pixels within the visible circle of endoscope are not affected by the cropping and padding. In this paper, the rotation number was set as NA=4, so that each of the four rotation angles is an integer multiple of 90°, and all the pixels are not affected by cropping and padding in rotation.
Thirdly, let p indicate the feature point on  corresponding to the pixel p on the raw image , the assumption of semantic consistency under rotation-and-alignment requires that the feature A(p) has the consistent semantics with the feature (p) at the same position p, although generally these two feature vectors are not equal in values. Here the semantic consistency means that the features in the same channel refer to the same attribute of object, so that they can be aggregated together in a channel-wise manner for object perception.
B. Multi-angle Feature Aggregation
We propose to generate augmented features by the rotation-and-alignment operations given one input image  and multiple rotation angles {k}, as expressed by,
where k=1,2,…,NA and NA is the number of rotation angles. In
contains the consistent semantic feature when observing the input image from a different angle k.
The aggregated feature is produced by averaging the multi-angle feature maps,
where i, j and c are the indexes in height, width and channel of the feature map, respectively. The contribution of each rota- 
C. Contour Supervision and Loss Function
Inspired by [25] , the multi-task learning supervised by both region segmentation and boundary prediction can make the model pay more attention to the object contour. The contour is informative because it not only localizes the precise edges but also represents the object's outer shape. Therefore, the final outputs of the segmentation model are two maps given by softmax function: the segmentation map  and the contour map , whose sizes are the same as the input image. In our binary segmentation task, both the maps have 2 channels. The ground truth of contour map is  , obtained by finding the outer contour of the foreground regions in the ground truth of segmentation map  . The contour width is set as 2pixel.
As is different with [25] , to increase contour sharpness, we use the Dice loss instead of cross-entropy loss to supervise the learning of contour prediction, as expressed by,
where i, j and k are the indexes in height, width and channel of the output map. Here k=1 indicates the background probability. k=2 indicates the contour probability.  is a small positive constant like 1e -6 to stabilize the calculation. The segmentation learning is based on the standard cross-entropy loss,
where N is the count of all the map elements. Finally, the multi-task learning is supervised the combination of these two losses, = SC  (7) III. EXAMPLES
The proposed MAFA and contour supervision methods can be flexibly combined with a segmentation model. In his section, two segmentation models, DeepLabv3+ [26] and Ter-nausNet-16 [17] , are used as examples to describe the integration of proposed methods. These two models are both based on encoder-decoder architecture, as shown in Fig. 2 . The former is a typical model with spatial pyramid pooling intermedia and sparse skip connection. The latter is a typical model with the U-shape and dense skip connections.
After integrating MAFA, an input image  is rotated by NA angles, {k}={2π×k/NA} (k=1,2,…,NA). All the rotated images () k  are processed by a shared encoder in parallel, thus the GPU's parallel computation advantage is leveraged. The encoder outputs are aligned to the original angle, so that the multi-angle feature maps () k A  are produced. Then, the MAFA block fuses the multiple maps as one aggregated feature map, as is described by Eq. (4). Finally, the decoder converts the aggregated feature map to the segmentation map and contour map.
A. DeepLabv3+ with MAFA and Contour Supervision
DeepLabv3+ model is mainly characterized by its atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) block and brief structure with only one skip connection route. We customize the original DeepLabv3+ model as described below.
1) ResNet-50 [27] is used as the backbone feature extractor, outputting a feature map with 2048 channels and the 16 output-stride. Output-stride is the ratio of input image resolution to map resolution.
2) ASPP block is configured with four branches: an image pooling branch, a 1×1 convolution branch and two 3×3 convolution branches with the atrous rates {2, 4}. Each branch's output map has 256 channels. The four branches' outputs are concatenated in channels and then compressed as a 256-channel map by a 1×1 convolution layer. 
Contour Supervision
3) The skip connection pulls out the low-level feature map, i.e. the output of the 8th layer in ResNet-50. The low-level feature map with 64 channels is adapted to 32-channel by 1×1 convolution. The 256-channel high-level feature map is resized to 4× larger with bilinear-interpolation, and concatenated with the low-level features. Thus the final encoder output is a 288-channel multi-scale feature map. 4) In the decoder, the three depthwise separable convolution layers have 3×3 kernel and 1×1 stride. The first two layers have the 128-channel outputs, and the last layer has the 4-channel output with the 4 output-stride. The first two channels are for segmentation and the last two for contour prediction. Finally, the 4× up-sampling with bilinear interpolation is used to resize the maps to the input size. Batch normalization is applied after convolutional layers to stabilize the training, and ReLUs are used for activation.
B. TernausNet-16 with MAFA and Contour Supervision
TernausNet-16 is featured by its pre-trained VGG-16 encoder and its decoder block design. The original Ter-nausNet-16 model is combined with MAFA without customization. Because TernausNet-16 has as many as 5 skip connections, we define the encoder output as a set of 6 feature maps: one bottleneck feature map and five skipping feature maps, as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the 6 feature maps have different sizes, encoding hierarchical visual cues.
With the multi-angle rotation, the encoder outputs include 6×NA feature maps, which are aligned to the original angle and labeled as ( , ) 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In the ablation experiments, we only changed whether or not to combine the proposed methods with a segmentation model, focusing on the relative performance change influenced by the proposed methods only. Thus the tedious deep learning tuning on hyper-parameters, structure details, and optimization strategy were not involved.
A. Sinus-Surgery Datasets
1) Sinus-Surgery-C dataset: It was collected from 10 surgeries conducted on 5 cadaver specimens. Each cadaver specimen was operated on twice, through the left and right nasal cavities, respectively. 9 surgeons participated in the experiments using the same micro-debrider surgical instrument, as is shown in Fig. 3 . Each surgeon operated on one specimen, except one surgeon who operated on two. Cadaver specimens had apparent tissue color differences. Thus, the 10 videos contained diversity in both tissue backgrounds and surgical motion skills. The endoscopic videos were recorded with the 320240 resolution and 30fps frame rate, utilizing the Stryker 1088 HD camera system and the Karl Storz Hopkins 4mm 0 endoscope. The video durations ranged from 5 minutes to 23 minutes. The first 7 videos were used to generate the training dataset, which had 2917 images. The remaining 3 videos were used to generate the testing dataset, which had 1496 images. All the images were center-cropped to 240240 and manually given ground truths of instrument foreground. Note that the test and training datasets were collected from different cadaver experiments, so that the generalization ability of models could be revealed.
2) Sinus-Surgery-L dataset: It was collected from 3 live operating room surgeries conducted on 3 patients. The total duration of the 3 endoscopic videos was about 2.5 hours. The dataset is built in a similar way with Sinus-Surgery-C. The training and test sets were collected from the first two and the last videos, respectively, which included 3506 and 1154 images, respectively. Compared to Sinus-Surgery-C, this dataset was more challenging because there were multiple instrument types, sometimes inadequate visualization and bodily secretions altering the scene.
B. Training Details
The deep models were trained with the Adam optimizer, whose exponential decay rates of the 1 st and 2 nd order moment estimates were 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. The training epoch and batch size were 40 and 16, respectively. The learning rate was initialized as 0.0005. The exponential decay strategy of learning rate was used, whose decay rate and step were 0.5 and 10 epochs, respectively. The backbones Res-Net-50 and VGG-16 were pre-trained on ImageNet, and their outputs passed through dropout layer with 0.5 keep-rate to avoid overfitting. Data augmentation is beneficial for generalization ability. Before each optimization step, the random augmentation was applied including: hue, brightness, saturation, contrast, left-right flip, up-down flip, rotation, zoom in with random center point, zoom-out and zero-padding. Note that the random rotation angles ranged from -180° to 180°. The hardware configuration included a 3.70GHz Intel i7-8700K CPU and two Nvidia GTX2080ti GPUs.
C. Evaluation Metrics
The standard Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and intersection of union (IOU) were used as the overall metrics,
where |· | is the counting operation. S an G are the foreground pixels of the prediction and ground truth, respectively. We also used two additional metrics: rotational standard deviation of IOUs (RSDIOU) and IOU near boundary (IOUNB), where IOUi here is the IOU of the rotated ground truth and the prediction of the rotated input image, given the i th rotation angle. The six angles are {0°,60°,120°,180°,240°, 300°}. The stdev function is used to get the standard deviation of the set {IOUi}i=1,2,…,6. B denotes the near-boundary binary mask, and its foreground pixels form a 20pixel-width band region along the instrument's boundary. Thus, RSDIOU is a metric of rotation-invariance. Smaller RSDIOU is better, indicating that IOU keeps more consistent under rotation. IOUNB is a metric of contour accuracy. The mean values of these four metrics are calculated over all the testing examples, labeled as mDSC, mIOU, mRSDIOU and mIOUNB, respectively.
D. Ablation Experiments
With the Sinus-Surgery datasets, we conducted four groups of ablation experiments. Group 1 and 2 were based on the two models described in Section III. Groups 3-5 were based on three faster models re-implemented with the same backbone, i.e. the lightweight MobileNet [28] pretrained on ImageNet, considering the real-time application requirement. In Group 3, we customized the DeepLabv3+ model in Group 1 by only altered the backbone from ResNet50 to MobileNet. In Group 4, the model was featured by the multi-resolution feature fusion (MFF) and spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [20] . The skip connection is empirically customized from sum to concatenation to improve the performance, and the adversarial learning in the original method was not used here. In Group 5, LWANet was featured by attention fusion block and depth-wise separable convolution [23] . In each group, four ablation experiments were conducted by controlling whether to use the proposed methods. The evaluation results were given in Table I. 1) Effectiveness of MAFA: In each group, the comparison between No. 1 and 3 showed the effectiveness of MAFA. For Sinus-Surgery-C dataset, the average improvements in the five groups were 4.5% in mDSC and 5.7% in mIOU. For Sinus-Surgery-L, the average improvements in the five groups were 8.0% in mDSC and 8.7% in mIOU. Therefore, the integration of MAFA provided a significant relative increase of segmentation accuracy.
2) Effectiveness of contour supervision (CS): In each group, the comparisons between No. 1 and 2, between No. 3 and 4, presented the effectiveness of contour supervision without and with MAFA, respectively. Overall, due to contour supervision, the average improvements in the five groups were 1.4% in mDSC and 2.1% in mIOU for Sinus-Surgery-C. The average improvements in the five groups were 2.6% in mDSC and 3.5% in mIOU for Sinus-Surgery-L. Therefore, the contour supervision provided a further relative increase of segmentation accuracy, except the case in Group 5 No. 4. 3) Influence on rotation invariance: With the mRSDIOU metric, it was shown that the rotation-invariance performances were significantly improved by MAFA, reducing mRSDIOU from 19.5~31.0% down to 2.2~6.5% for Sinus-Surgery-C dataset, and from 23.8~30.1% down to 4.6~11.6% for Sinus-Surgery-L dataset. We also observed that without MAFA the rotation often caused blank output and the drop of IOU down to zero. As is shown in Fig. 4 , without MAFA, the rotation might cause a large change of segmentation accuracy. For example, the TernausNet failed to recognize the instrument in the raw image of Fig. 4(b) , but could recognize the instrument in the rotated image. 4) Influence on contour awareness: With the mIOUBN metric, it was shown that the segmentation accuracy near the instrument boundary was improved by using contour super- Fig. 4 , which showed sharpness but might have incompleteness.
4) Influence on real-time performance:
The time costs of model inference with the 240×240 input size are also listed in Table I . The contour prediction had an ignorable influence on runtime and could be optionally unused. MAFA increased the runtime because the image number fed into feature extractor increased from 1 to NA=4. Due to the GPU's parallel architecture, the time cost was doubled instead of quadrupled.
E. Discussion
MAFA provides augmented features by rotating the input image. Another way to augment features is to use a deeper and wider backbone feature extractor. First, a deeper and wider backbone will increase the parameter numbers for training but MAFA will not. Second, comparing the three lightweight models with MAFA to the other two heavier models with ResNet50/VGG16 but without MAFA, the former showed the better accuracy, and nearly the same or even faster speed. Therefore, the combination of MAFA and lighter model could surpass the heavier model with more layers and feature channels.
The contour prediction layer is a bypass of the segmentation layer. They are coupled by sharing the same input features. Therefore, although the contour supervision loss does not back-propagate through the segmentation layer, it guides the model to learn more contour aware features, which benefits the segmentation layer in an indirect manner.
V. CONCLUSION
Aiming to improve surgical instrument segmentation in challenging endoscopic images, MAFA and contour supervision are proposed to enhance a deep segmentation model. The idea of MAFA is that by actively rotating an image with multiple angles, more visual cues can be collected. The semantic consistency is assumed under rotation-and-alignment, based on which the multi-angle features can be aligned in orientation and fused by summation. For better accuracy near the instrument boundary, the sharp contour prediction is added as an auxiliary learning task to guide the model to infer boundary-aware features. The proposed method can be flexibly combined with a deep model, without increasing the parameter number. The two novel instrument segmentation datasets were collected from endoscopic sinus surgeries, which have challenges caused by dexterous motion and narrow operating space. In the future, it is appealing to leverage temporal information across multi-frames to realize robust segmentation, because it might be difficult even impossible to recognize the instrument from single frame in some cases.
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